RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CITRIX

ALLPLAN BCM 2014
ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CITRIX (MICRO-

RECOMMENDATIONS

SOFT REMOTE DESKTOP SERVICE)

General:

Minimum server setup:

–– To export reports to Excel or Word (price

FURTHER INFORMATION

–– Hardware recommended for Citrix servers va-

–– Intel Core i7 processor or compatible

ries depending on the Windows Server Edition

comparison lists, files and so on) and to use

–– 8 GB RAM

you are using. You can find recommendations

the spell checker, you need to install Microsoft

–– Hard disks 10000 RPM

for these editions on the Microsoft website:

Office 2010 on the same workstation.

–– MS 2008 Server R2, 64 Bit

microsoft.com

–– Exchanging deadlines and progress data
between Allplan BCM and MS Project requires

Recommended server setup:

Office 2010.

–– 2 x Intel Xeon processor at least 3 GHz (Sandy

–– Exchanging deadlines and progress data between Allplan BCM 2008 and Asta PowerProject
requires version 11.
–– We recommend MCAffee virus scanner

–– Detailed information on configuring, optimizing
and running Citrix can be found on the Citrix

Bridge Generation) or Xeon E5620 Quadcore

Website:

at least 2.4 GHz

support.citrix.com

–– 16 GB RAM
–– Hard disks 15000 RPM
–– MS 2008 Server R2, 64 Bit

Connection to external text providers:
The interfaces to the various text providers are

Software requirements:

constantly being refined. Therefore, the following

–– Citrix XenApp 6.5 / Windows Server 2008

information should not be understood as minimum

R2 x64

requirements. Rather, earlier versions of text
providers are usually compatible, too.

Notes:

–– DBD-dyn. cost elements/STLB-Bau

–– Allplan BCM‘s performance under Citrix

–– Schiller: version 04-2014

depends, among other things, on the network

–– Beuth: version 04-2014

performance and can be somewhat slower

–– Heinze: version DVD 2014/2015

compared to local Allplan BCM installations.

–– SirAdos: version of July 2014
–– BKI: version 16.0

–– The “application streaming” mode provided by
Citrix is not supported.
–– In the case of a network installation (without
Citrix), please note that the file server should
not be used as an Allplan BCM workstation.
Otherwise, the system requirements apply to
the client and the recommendations apply to
the server.
–– We do not recommend the use of a NetApp
Server.
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